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LISTENING COMPREHENSION: (8 marks) 

Listen and: 

Task 1: Fill in the table. (2 marks) 

Name  Dinner price Maximum number of 
customers 

Ithaa Undersee Restaurant ------------------------ ------------------------- 
Task 2: Correct the following statements. (2 marks) 

1.  Rich customers did not find any difficulty when booking the restaurant. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2. The restaurant opened in2004 and four years later it provided accommodation for 
those who were interested.  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Task 3: answer the following question. (1 mark)  

Why did the manager of the restaurant opted for aquarium technology? 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Task 4: Fill in the blanks with words from the passage. (1 mark) 

The views are _______________.In the_______________ -blue sea, a few meters from your 
head, there are sharks, stingrays, turtles and thousands of tropical fish looking at you. 

Task 5: What does the underlined word express? Tick the correct option. (1 mark) 

You don’t need to

• It is not necessary 

 be a swimmer or a scuba diver, but you do have to wear formal clothes 

• It is not an obligation 
• It is not possible 

 

Task 6: say whether the following underlined sounds are similar or different: ( 1 mark ) 

•   Restau

 

rant        garden           -------- 



    affordable -impressive- luscious- entertained- swimming- to- hike- worldwide- give- unwind 

LANGUAGE : ( 12 MARKS) 

PUT THE BRACKETED WORDS IN THE RIGHT TENSE/FORM( 4 MARKS ) 

Everything was going smoothly on virgin Atlantic flight VS043 from London Gatwick  to Las 
vegas.The 451 passengers (relax)____________ after lunch when the plane hit some 
turbulence over Greenland.There was no advance (warn) ____________, so many passengers 
were out of their seats or were not wearing seat belts when the plane started dropping 
(violent) ____________.Suddenly one of the flight attendants screamed ‘ we are going to 
crash !’panic immediately (break) ____________ out.In the 30 minutes of (chaotic) 
____________, passengers desperately clung to their seats,as (drink) ____________ and 
magazines flew around the cabin.Amid the terror,the flight attendant screamed every time the 
plane dropped.Businesswoman Angela Marshall was travelling with her partner.’until then the 
flight had been fine,’she said afterwards.’ I (read) ____________ my book and my partner 
had been having a nap.But when the flight attendant started screaming, I was totally 
(convince) ____________ that we were about to die. 

2- FILL IN THE BLANKS WITH THE APPROPRIATE WORDS FROM THE LIST . THERE 
ARE TWO EXTRA WORDS. (4 MARKS ) 

 

 

    If you wish to spend a pleasant and fun-filled holiday, Thailand is one of your most 
exciting options. It is one of the best holiday destinations______________. Thailand has 
something for everyone. Taste______________ food in lively restaurants or experience the 
colorful nightlife of Bangkok, the capital city. Here, you can choose from a variety of leisure 
activities, from traditional dancing______________ modern musical shows. You will 
certainly enjoy the peaceful green valleys and______________ temples. If you are looking for 
a more active holiday, you can ______________  through Thailand’s mountains and rolling 
hills. Perhaps, ______________ in refreshing crystal waters will______________ you  new 
energy. Between sampling delicious cuisine, seeing new sights and being______________ , 
you won’t have a dull moment.  

3-EXPRESS THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES DIFFERENTLY.START AS SHOWN: (4MARKS) 

1/ I have never heard her complain about a holiday before. 

 Never has------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2/ I don’t have enough patience so I can’t stop shouting at the travel agent. 

 If------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

3/ it is possible that you get a compensation for the spoilt holiday. 

 You might------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

4/ I prefer planning a cheap affordable vacation to staying at home. 

 I would rather------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


